Hopper Vibrator for coal trains

**Product group:** Bin activator

**Industrial process:** compacting, loosening

**Industry:** Construction, Quarries, Pits, Mining, Cement

**Type of drive:** magnetic vibrator

**capacity (t/h):** -  | bulk: Coal  | density (t/m³): 0.64  | grain size (mm): 50

**function:**
Magnetic vibrator type MVE50-4 c/w mechanical system for contact with waggon. Vibration discharge aid for unloading of coal waggon.

**solution:**
The vibrator will be pressed by means of mechanical system to the waggon. Under vibration the waggon will be unloaded and cleaned from rest of coal.

**usability:**
Improved unloading of waggon and therefore optimised discharge process.
place of installation: Russland